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SUMMARY
. . .- ...,. .. . . . . . . .. ..

.. . . . . . ..

Air flow about the fuselage and empennage during a
high-aqgle- of-~$tqc$ spin was made vl.stPJq,.,.i~.jflightby
means 6$ .ti~aniu& teirach~oride smoke.~nd ‘@s,~photographed
with. a m~~i~on-p~ic~ure~ cam6ra ....“Th~’angtil~r~.5el@.tioi of the .
direct ion”~of,the .smok~ strea?er”to bli? airp~~$e.;axes was
computed..~apd c?@&rqd w,ith the a.rigul~-r.@.$r9c.ti.oriof the mo--.,
tion iq sp~~e:.deri,yed from, instrtiment .rnJ6asurement of the

b spin of the a“irplane ‘for “a ~e~rly,.i+~ent!c.al.mass di.stribW-
tion. The results showed that the fin and upper part of
the ryd~er. were almost .comple.;.ely,surrounded l)y.,deadair, ~

h which,would. render thep. inoperat’iv”e; “that the ~low around
the lower. portion of.the rudder and the fuselage was non-

,,

turbulent; and that air flowing past the cockpit in.q high-
angle-of-attack spin could not subsequefitly flow around con-
trol surfaces. ... . .

Il?TiODUCTION: : ~
. .:.’, ,-

The results of various: ~basur.e,ments of~the” at~itude
and.,motion of an airplane” dtirling”,thespin are,no~ ,avail-
able, and, aided by our generql kn”ow:ledge of flow about
bodies having shapes similar to those presented by the ele-
ments of an airplane while ,s~inningl it is,possible to con=
struct a.hypothetical picture of the nature. of the flow a-
bout the parts of the airplane. SUCII a picture is, however,
usually very indefinite “in many of its details, and is use-
ful for only. the most general deductions. The experiments
,to..be,des~r)”bed ~~er:ein,were planned to furnish more defi-
ni.t.e.inf,.orrnationo~ t,~e riature”of the flow of the air a-
rouq.d the empennage ‘and fuselage of an airplane spinning at
a,high :ahgle ofat.$ack. It.was believed that the informa-
ti.~n t.fiusobt~ined.-w.o~l’d~le’ -of”value in study(ing, thp ,cause
of the” ineffectitibrie”s”s”of c’ohfrols” in the spiri’’ari.din clar-
ifying conflicting ideas on this subject.
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At the outset it w,as evident that making the air
stream visible so that 3.t”could be observed and photo-
graphed would be the most suitable method. The results
of previous tests indi,ca.ted.that ftiom a coasider-ation of
ease in handling and vt&ibil’ity attaine~.a photographic
method employing smoke ,geperate,d by titanium tetrachlor-
5.de would be satisfact-o~~’. In the use of titanium tetra-
chloride it was nece$sary~ ho~eye??. to ~o~st~~c~ a sPeclal .:
type of smoke generator’ to”meet the requirements of these
particular tests.

> : .. ,-
., , ,.

.“,.-

APPARATUS AND METHOD

,.
The smoke-generating apparptuq- consisted of a mixing

tube, a reservoir for the reagent, and .a reducing valve
and tubing for using the compressed air in the engine a~r-

—.

starting system to force the reagent .slow~y into the mixing
tube. ‘The V6nttiri-shaped mixing tube was free to rotate
and align itself with the wigd in a plane parallel to the
plane of symmetry ‘of the airplane. , f

The dirplane used for the tests was one = had been
ueed in previous spin t~sts and found ,to spin normally at d
about 550 angle of attack. From s,u,ch,spins it rec.o.vered

..

normally in,”l to. 1-1/2 turns. “
,

A spring-driven, solenoid-operated motion-picture cam-
era was used to photograph the ,smoke streamers. The camera
was mounted at the left tip of the lower wing for some of
the t~ts and at the center section of the upper wing dur-
ing the remainder of the tests. Because it was not conven-
ient to mount.tko cameras simultaneously at these points,
two tests were made for each spin condition so that pic-
tnres from each point could be secured.

The airplane w’ith the generator and motion-picture
camera mounted on it and details of the generator and carc-

—

era mountings are shown.’-inI?igur’e1“,

The tests were- conducted with the smoke generator
mounted in three positions on the left side of. the-fuselage
which were as follows: first,’ generator ti~out.mi~w~y” be-”
tween the trailing edge of” the lower wing and leading edge
of the stabilizer; second, generator near the, leading edge

.-

of the” stabilizer so that the smoke streamer would be di-
.

,. ..,
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vialed and flow over and under the surface ;,an$ third, .a-
bout 9 inches aft of th”e’”~ra~”lini“6d&.&-”ofthe lower wing.
In each case the boom supporting the generator was clamped
just beneath the lower longeronsand extended out from the
side of the fuselage so” that th.e~generator axis was about
12 inches outboard from the” s,i’de-’ofthe fuselage.

The angula”r relation of-the” smoke streamer to the axes
of the airplane was determined for, ,the portion of the smoke
streamer d’irectly “&head ‘of,‘th”e””leadingedge of, the stabil-
izer by measuring the angle: of the smoke ‘stkeatier rel”ative
to a reference in the photograph, and determining the an-
gles.of the c~me~a axes re”lative to”the airp’lane for the
two positions’, of the ca~era.. .T.h~ computations were rigor-
ous in thet they took into account these angular settings
of the camera and perspective effec’ts .: :

,,.
,. .. .,“ -

RI!XULTS ~~~ ‘~
....., ... ,.

,,,-,- . . .
Reproductions of selected :frtirnes::ofthe motion-picture

film are shown in Figur~s:2 ,to 8. . Dds”hlines were inked on
the prints at the boundaries-;of the.smoke streamer or stioke-
filled wake behind airplane elements wherever the sky ‘was
the background in order to avoid losing these outlines in
the printed reproductions. With the” excepb20n of these
lines, however, no retouching was done ion the photograplis~

,...’.,
Computation of the direction :of the smoke flow was

made “only for the first position of the generator because
the flow was affected too much by turbulence in the other
generator positions. The result’s ’for this case expressed
in terns of angle of attack and angle of .sideslip referred
to the airplane axes at the position of the smoke streamer
are given in the following table. For comparison the table
also shows the directions of motion in space of the corre-
sponding point on the smoke streamer derived. from the re-
sults of previous tests employing. the. instrument measure-
ments as described in reference 1.

.,
,, ~. #. i “

,, ,-

. . :,. . . . “’

,, . .
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.,. . .“1 ‘ ““’”irorn-.! .
From i’jstrument

,?

‘1

smoke, strea~er .re.c.:ords‘. . ——_”— — -.—-- — ———- — -—
Right . Left

~ 1.I”IL,

‘Right Left

. . spin spin spin spin
,.:,’ .,,’ ....,,

-- --.....—-———— ———— *- —— &______ _ ______ _______
Sao” .,

..
Angle of attack CL 700 570 670

.,..:;.. . Angle of eide~lip ~ . 240’ ~,’ 1~~ 2$0 70..
--— -—— —-——- --_—- —

,-: ... . . ..,.
w’”” ““ The condition of the ‘Airplane wps tile same in the in-

.* strument and smoke tests” except for the presence of the

Q
smoke generator and camera in the latter tests, an as tile
moments of inertia were nearly equivalent, the mot on of
the airplane during the smoke tests can be considered the
same as t-hat measured with the instruments. The differ-
ences lathe values obtained %y the two methods, %arrjng 4
errors, represent the angular influence of the presence of
the .a.irp.laneon the direction of--the air flow at the point
measured. t

The seque.nceof tour vievs taken during the entry into
a left spin (fjgs. 8a, 8b, 8c, e.n~ 8d.) is interesting in
that it shows several details in the transition from low
angle o.f.attac& to high angle of aktack in the spin. —

DISCUSSION

The most str,iking demoristmition made hythese pictures
is the extent of the ‘blanketing” of the fin and rud?.qr in
the very high angle-of-attack spin. I!lariketiag has long
bee~ recc@i.z”6d as a factor “determining the efficiency of
the fin and rudder in a spin, and some of these photo~raphs
show the outlines of the zone of dead air surrounding the
fin and upper part of the rudder. Zhey show also that the
flow under the sta%ili.zer and elevator is smooth (a small
straight filament of smoke under the stabilizer plainly
visible in the photograph for fig, 4b may not he discerni-
ble in the printed reproduction).

.
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The existence of a large body of dead air above the
stabilizer and elevator and of smooth flow underneath in-
dicates that the parts of the fin and rudder situated above
the stabilizer must be practically inoperative at very high
angles of attack for their intended functions and that what-
ever fin and rudder effect is obtain”ed in the spin is to be
attributed to the air forces acting on the side of the fu-
sela{;e and the portion of the rudder below the elevator.
The futility of attempting to increase the fin effect or
rudder control in a high-an

b

e-of-attack spin by enlarge-
ments to the fin or rudder made .qbove the. horizontal sur-
faces is demonstrated by these results. The results like-
wise show the reason for the success of the tests with sta-
bilizer and elevator placed at the top of the fin and rud-
der as described in reference 2.

.:.
The results show further that tlie;flow about the fu-

selage is not seriously turbulent except near the wings
where it is broken up by the presence of the latter. It
may be seen also from these photographs (figs. ?b~ 3b, 4b~
5h and especially figs. 6 and 7) that disturbances of air
flow caused hy conditions in the vicinity of the cockpit
could not in any way affect the air forces acting on the
control surfaces. This result is of interest since it has
been proposed that one factor responsible for the few known
spontaneous recoveries from llflatllspins after the pilot
had despaired of recovering by using the controls and had
stood up preparatory to jumping was the “deflecting or dis-
turbing by the pilotls body of air flowing past the cock-
pit and subsequently around the control surfaces. The di-
rections of the flow shown by the smoke streamers ’make such
ari hypothesis improbable.

Further use might advantageously be made of this tech-
nic in studying certain phases of spinning. Th,e experience
in these tests demonstrating that moderate precautions a-
gainst the corrosive action of titanium tetrachloride were
sufficient , will eliminate most of the obj~ction to its use .
and in some degree accelerate the ~oi-k of The tests, Tests
of a similar nature s-hould be made with an airp-iane w’n~ch
spins at low angles of attack relativti to the range of ‘val-
ues at vhich spinning has been observed in order to deter-
ming whethar serious blanketing of ti~e fin and rudder oc-
curs in such spinsq The most profitable use of the tecluiic,
hovever, would be derived in its use as a guide in altering

* the control surfaces for the purpose of improving t“neir
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efficiency. ~.:50me.enq?urqging result? have already been ob-
tafu.ed..byra~t,qr~n~.empennage desigpt .~~d..undou%tedly more

,.

improvem,ent%,cqpld.be secured,by Q ftiither”study” of the sub-
:::“ ,Jecto.: ‘. ::,,. ......

. . ..’. ... . . ‘-,. ..,,..,,,
. . .., ..

,..
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Figs.2,3,4,
-—-—

Fig.2
Flow
patterns
for right
spin and
generator
at first
position.

——-—- ._——-.

Fig.3
Flow
g::t;~;

spin and
generator
at first
position.

Fig.4
Flow
patterns
for right
spin and
generator
at second
position.

I

(b) I

Fig.5
Flow
patterns
for left
spin and
generator
at second
position.

*.

,—--- -—---

(b)

I
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‘ig.6 Flow pattern for right spin

nd generatorat thirdposition.

,

Figs.6,7,8
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l’ig.7I’lowpatternfor left spin

and generatorat thirdposition.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

E’ig.8Flow patternsfor entryinto left epin with generatorat second
position.
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